INTRODUCTION
The interest in the behaviour of the solutions to perturbed autonomous systems with bounded perturbative term, like i = g(z) + h(t, z, E), ZER", EER, (l.l), where h(t, z, 0) = 0, has grown up a lot during the last years. Since the paper of Melnikov [ll] , several authors considered systems of the form (l.l), (see, for example, [l, lo] ), in the case where n =2 and the autonomous (unperturbed) system has a homoclinic orbit, showing that, under certain conditions on h(t, z, E), the homoclinic orbit of the unperturbed system can be "continued' to a homoclinic orbit of the system (l.l), with E # 0. Later Palmer [ 131 extended this result to the case where h(t, z, E) is bounded and the autonomous (unperturbed) system has a bounded solution y(t) whose corresponding variational system has an exponential dichotomy on both R, := [0, +co) and R-:=(-a,01 and the unique bounded solution y(t). In the same paper Palmer showed that his theory could be used to obtain the same Melnikov-type functions constructed by Holmes [lo] .
In [S] Hale suggested a further extension of this method to the more general case where EER N is a multiparameter and the variational system along y(t) may have more than one bounded solution. He obtained there that the existence of a bounded solution to (l.l), is related to the solvability of an algebraic system whose coefficients depend also on the solution to a suitable, generally nonlinear, system of ODE [S, p. 1291.
In this paper we will consider this general case and give some applicable conditions assuring that the algebraic system given in [S, p. 1291 is solvable, these conditions involving only the solutions to the unperturbed system (l.l), and the perturbative term h(t, z, E).
In Section 2, after some notations, we will prove two theorems concerning the existence of an implicit solution to the equation f(x, E) = 0, f: Xx RN + Y being a C2-map and X, Y Banach spaces. These theorems are inspired to and extend a similar result given in [13] .
In Section 3 these results will be applied to systems of ODE to construct, in particular, a set of generalized Melnikov-type functions when y(t) is a bounded solution to (1.1 )0 whose associated variational system has an exponential dichotomy on both R + and R_ , this including, for example, the case where y(t) is a heteroclinic orbit joining two hyperbolic fixed points of (l.l),, say z, and z2, even if the number of positive (negative) eigenvalues of Dg(z, ) and Dg(z,) need not be the same. This extends a result given in [13] , where it is assumed that these numbers are the same. A simple example will also be given.
In Section 4 we will make some remarks about the Melnikov functions constructed in [S] when r(t) is a homoclinic orbit and the sum of the dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds is exactly n. We will show that the results in [S] are included in our theory. Finally, another example, the Lienard equation with small forcing term, is considered.
NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In the following X, Y, Q, 9, etc., will denote Banach spaces. Given a C'-map f:X, x ... xX,+ Y, @f(x, ,..., x,), O<k<r, l<i<s, will denote the (partial) kth derivative off with respect to the ith argument. In the same way one can define D,hDff(x,, . . . . x,), 0 6 h <h + k < r. Given a continuous linear map L: X--+ Y, ML and WL will denote the kernel and the range of L, respectively. The linear operator L is said to be Fredholm with index I [2, 8, 133 , if dim NL < +co, codim%!L < +co, and I= dim NL -codim .%L. Given a finite-dimensional submanifold Y c X the tangent space to 9' at P E Y will be denoted by T,Y.
The following result is a slightly different form of Then there exists a neighborhood V, x I, of (0,O) E Z x R such that for any (u, E) E V0 x I,, E # 0, there exists a unique solution x(u, E) to f(x, ,u, E) = 0. Moreover x(u, 0) = 0 and x(,u, E) is C' in V, x Z,. Finally, D1f(x(u, E), u, E): X--f Y is invertible for any (u, E) E V0 x I,, E # 0. work in this case too and then we will not repeat the proof here. The first purpose of this section is to give two results which are analogous to Theorem 4.1 in [ 131 but the index of L = D, f(0, 0) is greater or equal to zero and T,A c ML. These situations can arise, as long as ODE such as ( 1.1 ), are concerned, when the unperturbed system (1.1 )0 has a heteroclinic orbit, that is, an orbit joining two (different) hyperbolic fixed points zr and z2 of (l.l)O, and Dg(z,) has not the same number (counted with multiplicities) of positive eigenvalues as Dg(z,). Examples of such a situation will be given in Sections 3 and 4. To make the paper more readable, the proof of the above theorem will be postponed to the end of this section. This means that there exists Z'E 9L n$$?H, z" #O, and then the equation Hw = z" has a solution w" E TOP, w" # 0, and this contradicts (c).
(2) Consider the case d= I. If so, we can take 9 = (0) and (a) is trivially satisfied. Furthermore BL = Y (since codim %?L = 0); hence (b) and (c) are satisfied. The conclusions of Theorem 2 are then true without the assumptions (a), (b), (c).
To apply the above theorem to systems of ODE one has to find a suitable submanifold 9 with the correct dimension. However, when autonomous systems are considered, one usually gets dim 9 = 1 and d-Z may be greater than one. The idea is then to use some of the parameters in order to obtain 9 and then try to apply Theorem 2. With this in mind we can state the following theorem whose proof is also given in the appendix to this section: Then there exist a,>O, a neighborhood U of zero in R', and maps Finally, remark that, having a finite-dimensional (local) submanifold 4 c X such that 0 E 4! andf(x, O)( M = 0, we get To4' c ML and then the tangent vectors to 4 at zero are taken into account in (cz).
(3) The case I= 0. In this case the submanifold 9, as defined in Theorem 2 and in Palmer's result [13] , need not exist, while the hypotheses (a), (b), and (c) (or (a,), (b), and (c*)) could be satisfied. If so the solution (x(a), s(e)) to f(x, CJE') =O, QE ( -oo, go), still has the property that olf(x(a), E(O)) is an isomorphism from X onto Y.
Appendix to Section 2
In this appendix we will prove Theorems 2 and 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let S c NL be a fixed Z-dimensional subspace of X such that NL We will prove that G satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 1. First of all G is a C2-map defined in a neighborhood After simple computations we see that this is equivalent to
but, from p(a") E NLI, one has Pp(c') = 0 and (2.6) is equivalent to
As a result of (c) one obtains that F satisfies all the hypotheses of 
EXISTENCE OF BOUNDED SOLUTIONS
In this section we apply the previous theory to give conditions assuring the existence of bounded solutions to a system of ODE like has an exponential dichotomy [3,&l 33 on both R + and RP with constants k, 6 > 0 and projections P, and P-, respectively. This last condition means that the fundamental matrix X(t) of (3.3) such that X(0) = I, the identity matrix, satisfies IA'(t) P+X-'(s)( <kexp{ --8(t--s)} foranys, tER+,s<t;
IX(t)(I-P+)X-'(s)l<kexp{-6(s-t)} forany s, tER+, t<s;
and the same with P-and R _ replacing P, and R + , respectively. G%'P+ (resp. NP-) is called the "stable" (resp. "unstable") space of (3.3), and consists of those initial conditions to assign to (3.3) in order to obtain solutions c(t) such that i(t)exp(6jtl) is bounded at +cc (resp. -co). Define d := dim(BP+ n MP-). Then the system (3.3) has d (independent) solutions which are bounded on R. Since i)(t) is one of these solutions, we get d>, 1.
Obviously, for any t E R, ~(t -z) is still a bounded solution of (3.2) with the same orbit as y(t). We will say that y(t - 7) can be continued to a bounded solution of (3.1) if there exists a bounded solution y( t, E) of (3.1) which is C' and such that SUP,,~ Iy(t,c)---(t-7)( =O(E). Then y(t-7) can be continued to a bounded solution of (3. x'bx(t, x0) E 9, such that 9(x0, x(t, x0)) 3 0 and x(t, 0) =O for any tER+. Since x(t, x0) is a continuous function satisfying -s +m X(t)(I-PO) X-'(s) #(s, x(s, x0)) ds f we see that x(t, x0) is a Cl-function which satisfies (3.6); moreover x(t, x0) E B(a) => jx(t, x0)1 d 0(x0) exp{ -26t/3}, where M > u(x") + 0 as (x0( + 0. Now, for any x0 E W, define n(x') = x(0, x0) = x0 -jlrn (I -P) X-'(s) q5(s, x(s, x0)) ds, and -Ilr = (7t(x"):xo E W}. We have on(O) x = Remarks. (i) Obviously, there is an analogous result for systems having an exponential dichotomy on R _.
(ii) In [16, Theorem l] Sell proved a result which is an alternative way to show Lemma 1. Now, taking qJ(t, x) = g(x + y(t)) -g(y(t)) -A(t) x, we may apply Lemma 1 and Remark (i) to the system (3.2). In fact, by the change of variables x=2-?(t), (3.2) can be rewritten as i=A(t)x+qd(t,x). We get then the following Remarks.
(i) -w^" and ^Iy' are called "stable" and "unstable" manifolds of (3.2), respectively. From Corollary 1 we also get TYtO) ?Y" = BP,, T,,,,w" = JfP-. In particular we can also write I= dim YY" + dim Y@" -IZ.
( Now, fix x+ and xP satisfying the conclusions of Corollary 1. Let (j(0)) c T,,,,,%'-" n T,,,,?P'= BP, n JlrP-be the subspace spanned by j(O), and fix a subspace Y cBP, n JI/'P-such that BP, n NP-= .Y@ (j(0)). We recall that BP, nMP_ is the d-dimensional subspace of R" consisting of the initial conditions to assign to (3.3) in order to obtain solutions which are bounded on R. Let % = W+ n W ~ n 9. For any v E Q, let y + (t, v), resp. y -(t, v), denote the solution to
From the continuous dependence on the data, it follows that y + (t, v), resp. y -(t, v), is C ' in (t, v) E R + x %, resp. in ( Using the arguments given in [13] Thus L(0) is Fredholm with index I and hence also L(v), for any v E @ (eventually shrinking %), owing to (3.10) (see, for example, [4] ). We will assume that: (H3) the system i=A(t,v)x (3.12) has, for any VE%', a d-dimensional space of (bounded) solutions in C:,,(R ~1.
Remark. An important case where (H3) is satisfied occurs when YY" and YP' intersect along a d-dimensional manifold YY through y(O). In fact in this case T,,,,,W" = iJi?P, A JVP-, because T,(,,W" c &?P, AMPand they have the same dimension.
Let 71: T,,,,W -+ W be a (local) C'-diffeomorphism such that x(O) = y(O) and D7c(O) =I. If, in the above theory, we replace rc * with rc then y + (t, u) = y( t, u) and the corresponding system (3.12) has, for any o E a, the d-dimensional space of bounded solutions D,y(t, o) w, w E T,,,,W, which correspond to the initial conditions in Tn,,,w = Tyco, v) W. The fact that these functions go to.zero exponentially fast can be shown as in [14, Proposition 2.31. Finally, in this case A(t, U)E Ci(R, n2) and hence all can be done within CL(R, n) and Ci(R, n), thus avoiding the construction of Ch,,(R, n) and C&(R, n). Assuming (H3), the system (3.1 l), has, for Iv/ sufficiently small, the same number (d-I) of independent bounded solutions $( t, u) E Ci,,(R, n) as the adjoint variational system From the properties of y f (t, u) we see that k( t, u, E) and O2 k( t, u, E) are in Cz.,(R, n); moreover k( t, u, E) E 9X(u) if and only if From the properties of t,bi(t, u) it follows that Aj(z, u) are Cl-functions with respect to (r, u); these are the Melnikov-type functions we looked for.
Before giving the main result of this section, we need the following 
We have 9(x0, 0) = 0 and D, %(x0, 0): Z + 9P(O) is an isomorphism.
The conclusion follows from the Implicit Function Theorem.
We are now ready to show the main result of this section: Moreover the variational system of (3.17) along y(t, u, a) has an exponential dichotomy on both R, and R _ and the corresponding (local) stable and unstable mantfolds Y?' and @" (whose existence is assured by Lemma 1) intersect along y(t, u, CJ) in such a way that T,fl" + T,#" =R" for any 17 E (y( t, u, ct) : t E R}. In particular, if I = 0, the above sum is direct and the variational system (now is u = 0) i: = C&(y(t, a)) + &h(t, y(t> g), 4o))l i (3.19) has an exponential dichotomy on R.
Proof.
Let B c R" be a ball centered at 0 E R" such that {x + y(t) :x E B, tER}c Vc Bc52, S?= {x~Ci(R,n):x(t)~B}, and consider the map f: ax U-t Cz(R, n) defined by the left member of (3.5). It is easy to see that y(t, E) satisfies (3.17) and (3.18) if and only if x(t, E) = y(t + 7, E) -y(t) E B satisfies f(x(t, E), E) = 0 and I/x( t, &)/I -+ 0 as E + 0.
In order to find an implicit solution to f(x, E) = 0 we want to apply Theorem 3 to the present situation. We know that NQ = 92L; hence, using Remark ( Let EWE R" be such that dj(7, 0) si = 6, (the Kronecker symbol). Such a set of E'S does exist owing to (1) The existence of V c R', o. > 0, and y( t + r, p, 0) = x( t, p, a) + y(t), for any (p, ~)EY x (-co, co), satisfying (3.17) and (3.18) follows then from Theorem 3 (see also Remark (1) following it). To conclude the proof we only need to show that TP?@"+ T,@"=R" for any FE {y(t, ,n, a):t~R}, when 0 # 0. From the definition off, the fact that DIf(x(t, p, a), E(P, a)): CL( R, n) + Cz(R, n) is a Fredholm epimorphism of index I for any G E ( --go, go), g # 0, reflects on the linear variational system of (3.17) along y(t, CL, G), saying that it has an Z-dimensional space of bounded solutions, i.e., dim(Tj@"n Tb@")=I.
Moreover, for any d~(~(t, p, a):t~R}, we have Z = dim TD@" + dim Tp q" -n and hence dim(TP#"n TP@")=dim T@@""+dim Tp@U-n =dim(T$"+ TP@")+dim(TP@"n Tb@")-n.
So, dim(TPfl"+ TE@") = n and Tt@"+ T5@' = R". Moreover, if I= 0, then dim( T,#" n T/f?"") = 0, the above sum is direct, and the thesis concerning the exponential dichotomy on R of (3.19) follows (see [3, 131) .
Remark. As it was predictable, if I> 0, we cannot conclude that the variational system corresponding to (3.1) along y(t, p, g) has an exponential dichotomy on R. Nevertheless, if 1~1 + 10) is sufficiently small the above system has an exponential dichotomy on both R + and R ~ and T,q" + Tj@" = R" for any jj E {y(t, p, c): t E R}, and this property is a kind of "transversality condition" (see, for example, [9] ).
In the case of ODE considered here, we always have a one-dimensional manifold A? such that f(x, O)( ,M = 0, i.e., A? = {x"(t) = r(t + a) -y(t)laeR} and T,J%'= (y(t)). Hence, if I=&1 (resp. Z=d) we can apply directly Theorem 2 (resp. Remark (2) following it) to obtain: It is now clear that, if 0~ U-C 1, then Iy(t, a, b)-y(r)1 +O, as ltl -+ +co. The conclusion follows from dim -Ilr" = dim YY" = 2.
It is easily seen that the adjoint system to (3.24) has the unique (up to a multiplicative constant) bounded solution e(t) = (0, 0, e'( 1 + e')-2)*; then applying Proposition 1, the conditions on the perturbative term h(t, z, E) in order to "continue the heteroclinic orbit" y(t -r) to y(t, cc, a), P, c E ( -co, ao), are Finally, we are giving an alternative way, suggested by a paper of Gruendler [S] , to write the Melnikov-type functions di(r, u) defined in (3.16) . To do this we will show how to construct the bounded solutions to the adjoint system (3.11) if a suitable fundamental matrix for P = A(t, u) x (4.3) is known (for the definition of A(& u) see Section 3).
Using the same arguments given in [ 111 (see also [ 5] ), and bearing in mind the hypothesis (H3), one can show the existence of a "special" fundamental matrix for (4. From the preceding diagram we see that the "6' solutions yi(t, u) corresponding to the second row are bounded at both +co and -co; on the contrary the d -I solutions corresponding to the last row are unbounded at both +CC and -co. Now a fundamental matrix for the adjoint system (here vk(r, u) means that yk( t, u) has to be cancelled). The construction of the Melnikov-type functions di(t, u) will follow from the knowledge of a set of d-Z independent bounded solutions tij(t, V) to (4.4) . To construct such a set of bounded solutions tij( t, u), observe that, if n, + m2 -d Q j < n, the jth column of Y(t, u) is bounded, and then we can take tikj(t, 
